
Task List
1.CHECK-IN and take out 
your notes from Friday!

Objectives
- Analyze the long and 
turbulent road of the 
Bank of the United 
States.

Homework
- Read & take notes on 

10.3 (p.332-335) - 
due Tues, Feb 4

- Age of Jackson Test - 
Fri, Feb 7
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Washington
- 20-year charter

- Purpose:
- Issue money
- Help control loans made by state 

banks

Second Bank of the United States
- Established in 1816

- 20-year charter
- Chartered by James Monroe
- Constitutionality was challenged 

in McCulloch v. Maryland
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- PROBLEM: State banks were giving out too 
many loans

- SOLUTION: National bank limited the number 
of loans state banks could make
- Goal: prevent inflation
- Effect on people:

- Wealthy = better risk = loans!
- Common people = too risky = no loans!

- Election of 1832 approaches
- Henry Clay tries to renew bank’s  

charter early
- Jackson: “The bank, Mr.  

Van Buren, is trying to  
kill me, but I will kill  
it!”

- Jackson vetoes the bill &  
orders federal money to be placed into 
pet banks

- Bank’s charter expires

JACKSON HATES  
THE BANK
because

1) Too powerful

2) Undemocratic  
(benefitted the 
wealthy, not the 
common people)

3) Unconstitutional 
(not a right of 
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government)
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